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This volume presents the latest investigations in chaotic dynamics and its interrelated problems
in diverse disciplines, from theoretical and practical viewpoints, incorporating the main
engineering applications. The volume provides new trends for future promising researches in
chaotic dynamics and its applications. Some issues covered in the volume include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

chaotic characterization: chaos in hybrid systems, entropy and chaos of star maps
chaos theory: strange attractors, analysis of transitions to chaotic vibrations in
mechanical systems, coupled mechanical and electrical fields in piezoceramic media
chaos control: inverted pendulum, bouncing ball, and convective loop systems
chaos synchronization: continuous and discrete-time systems through filtering, modelmatching, Hamiltonian forms, and observer design
chaos and complexity: studies on oscillations of a star in the field of a galaxy
calculation of Lyapunov exponents from time series observations of chaotic time
varying systems
applications: chaotic encryption and secure chaotic communication

The Advances in Chaotic Dynamics and Applications may be useful for graduate students
and researchers in applied mathematics and physics, control, nonlinear science, and
engineering.
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